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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
I t has long been assumed that auditory discrimination and articu
la tion are related, however , the research deal ing with this associat ion
has been incongruit and contradictory.

Powers (1971) concludes that

auditory discrimination is the most investigated parameter in determin
ing the cause o f articulation errors .

On the other hand , Spries tersbach

and Curtis (1951) project that those with articul a t ion errors will con
sequently have poor auditory discrimination.
The fact that there is any sort o f causal relationship has in
itself been debated .

Winitz ( 1 969) sununarizes that ten out o f fourteen

studies reviewed conclude that subjects with poor art iculation also have
poor auditory discrimination.

The remaining four found no s ignificant

relationship between the two.

In a review of the l i terature by Powers

(1971) , e ight studies concluded that auditory discrimination and articu
la tion are causally related, but four studies concluded that the two had
no significant correlation .

The lack of homogeneity in the data being

analysed in these studies is probably at least a partial explanation for
their conflicting results .

The researchers have not yet decided which

variables should be controlled or which analyses should be made .

Bea ring

this in mind , however , it seems that the majority of the research favors
some sort of association between the two, but the evidence is thus far
s t i l l not conclusive .
1
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Even those s tudies a g reeing upon a correla tion between the two
have not agreed upon the manner �n which the two are related .

Researchers

such as Travis and Rasmus (Powers , 1971) , Schiefelbusch and Lindsay (1958) ,
Farquhar (1961) , and Dickson (1962) made their judgments on the premise
that a person with articulation errors has an over-al l defect in auditory
d is crimination skills .

Whereas Templin (Powers, 1971) , Spriesterbach and

Curtis (1951), Prins (Powers, 1971) , and Aungst and Frick ( 1964) found
positive correlations between specific speech errors and an inability to
discriminate the error sound .

Here again final decisions have not been

reached a s to which parameters of discrimination and articulation should
be analysed and compared, and no two o f these studies examined the same
variables.
While research has continued to assess the extent of dependency
between perception and production, traditional a pproaches to articulation
therapy h-3ve continued to include two major phases:

1) training in audi

tory discrimination, and 2) correction of the error sound .

As new findings

have developed in both o f these phases, the methodology for their execution
has been debated, elaborated upon, and revised many t imes over.
Methods for developing auditory discrimination have ranged from
having a child cup his hands behind his ears to the use of tape loops ,
phonic mirrors, and language ma s ters .

Shaping techniques o f articulation

therapy have often incorporated training in a uditory discrimination into
their articulation therapy .

Whereas those using the Van Riper approach

to the correction o f misarticulations spend a considerable amount of time
witl "ear training" apart from articulation therapy.
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In the area o f the correction o f a r t iculation errors , much o f the
same turn o f events has taken place.

The focal point for art iculation

therapy has been the isolated sound (Van Riper, 1972), the d is t inct ive
fea tures of the phonemes (Winitz, 1969), the word (Backus and Beasley,
1951) , and the syllable (Griffith and Miner, 1973) to mention just a
few.

Approaches have emphas ized blends firs t , s ingles firs t , behavior

modification, drill -work, play therapy, o rosensory discrimination, and
so forth.
Along with the confusion regarding auditory discrimination and
a r ticulation therapy technique s , the methods for testing each of these
pa rameters have also been major issues .

The most popula r method for

testing art iculation errors through the years seems to have been elicit
ing the child ' s spontaneous response to p icture s t imul i .

But other

methods have intervened , and the chil d ' s imita t ive responses , s t imul
ability, and use of the sound in sentences have also been tested.

Deep

tests have been devised to determine how often a certain articulation
error recurs and in what combination of sounds .

And with the develop

ment of deep tests , still more controversies a rise concerning what
syllabic positions should be cons idered.
Howeve r , in the area of auditory discrimina tion, debates have
ensued , but changes have not been s o rapid or numerous .

Tests of audi

tory discrimination continue to test the child ' s ability to discriminate
a s t range r ' s production of sound .

And they continue to test children

with articulation errors for overall deficits in ability to discrimina t e .
Some authors, such as Aungst and Frick ( 1 964), feel that these inconsist
encies are also found in the research deal ing with auditory discrimina tion
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and account for the discrepancies in study results .

There appea rs , there

fore, to be a need to investigate the area of auditory discrimination
further to determine its necessity in therapy and the validity of present
methods for measuring it .

This study will examine the auditory discrimina 

tion abilities of Orienta l adults with lrl art iculation errors to determine
the relationship between their discrimination abilities and production
errors .
STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
The purpose of this study is' to determine i f subjects who misartic
ulate the lrl phoneme in specific contexts a lso have a corresponding audi
tory discrimina tion disability for tho$e same contexts.

I n the

event that

the subjects demonstrate a difficulty with auditory discrimination, the
s tudy will determine whether or not some contexts and methods of s t imulus
presenta tion a re more difficult to discriminate than others .
The s tudy will be divided into two sets --the experimental set and
the control s e t .

The experimental set will include subjects who misartic

ulate the lrl phoneme .

This set will assess differences between the sub

jects ' incorrect production o f the lrl phoneme and their ability to dis
criminate their errors .

In order to el iminate uncontrollable variables ,

the control set will include the same subjects a s the experimental set ,
however, this set will be concerned with the subjects' correct production
and discrimination of the Isl phoneme .
QUESTIONS
1.

Do statistically s ignificant differences exist among the types
of s t imulus presentation and among the response modes for audi
tory discrimination scores of the experimental setZ

5

a.

Do statistically s i gnificant differences exist among
types o f s t imulus presentations?

b.

Do statistically significant differences exist among
types o f response modes?

c.

Is there a statistically significant interaction between
st imulus presentations and response modes?

2.

Do statistically significant differences exist between the
types of s t imulus presentat ions for auditory discrimination
scores o f the control set?

3.

Do statistica l l y significant differences exist between the
auditory discrimination s cores of the experimental set and
the control set?

4.

Do statistically s ignificant differences exist between
articulation errors and auditory discrimination scores for
the /r/ contexts in the experimental set?

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
THE DEVELOPMENT OF AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION
Auditory discriminat ion is defined by Wepman a s "the ability to
recognize the different phonemes of spoken language even when the phonetic
structures , especially the sound-wave patterns , of the sounds to be dis criminated are higtlly s imilar in nature" ( 1 960 , p . 325) .

Wepman ( 1960)

a l s o s tates that auditory discrimination develops sequentially on three
levels .
1.
2.
3.

Acuity: The ability to collect sounds from the
environment and t ransmit them to the nervous
system.
Understanding: Tne ability of the central nervous
system to extra ct and interpret meaning from the
aural patterns transmitted to it.
Discrimina tion and retention: The ability to
differentiate each sound from other sounds and to
remember them long enough to moderate speech or to
make accurate phonemic compa risons .

These levels begin a s early in life as the first week a s demons trated by an infant ' s changes in cardiac and sucking rates in response
to gross sounds (Wepma n , 1960 and Locke, 1970) .

An infant learns very

early to discriminate between his mothe r ' s soothing voice and that o f a
s t range r .

Research,indicates (Locke , 1970) that infants begin discrim�

inating between phonemes as early as one month of age , and by the time
they a re e ighteen to twenty-four months old thay are often able to
accurately judge phonemic variations .
6
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finally

the child can accurately discriminate and retain each

phoneme and begins to pattern his speech sounds after those around him
(Wepman, 1 960) .

Many inves tigators such as Templin (1 957), Weiner ( 1 967),

Wepman ( 1 960), and Winitz (196 9) feel that this process is an ongoing one
that improves as the child matures .

There seems to be a general agree

ment that its development reaches a peak a round seven to nine years of
age .
Winitz ( 1 96 9) offers two theories of discrimination learning in
relationship with faulty articulation.

First, he states tha t "speech

sound discrimination is a maturational process which is often delayed"
( p . 1 97).

On the other hand, he suggests that "after some point in time

(probably two years of age) speech sound discrimination scores reflect
the speech sound experience (phoneme systems) of children" ( p . 197) .
Locke ( 1 970) also feels that one shouldn ' t automatically conclude that
faulty perception leads to faulty articulation.

He argues that research

in the area " is marked more by its disagreement and inconclusiveness than
by any kind of general trend" ( p . 3) .
AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION TESTS
The Travis and Rasmus Test (Weiner, 1967) is probably the prede
cessor of auditory discrimina t ion tes ts .

It was developed in 1 931 for an

early investigation o f speech-sound discrimination and included 366 pairs
o f speech sounds for comparisons .

This test and modifications of it

served as a testing ins trument for many of the early studies in the area
of auditory discrimination .

Many later tests util ized the format set

forth by thls original test a s a guideline.
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The Templin Speech Sound Discrimination Test (Weiner, 1967) was
the first standardized test to be devised.

The original study conducted

in 1943 contained seventy pairs of nonsense syllables and followed the
same general procedure used in the Travis and Rasmus Test.

In 1957, the

test was revised to include fifty pf the most discriminating items as
determined by the 1943 study•
Hall (Weiner,

1967)

developed an auditory discrimination test in

1938 which used an approach different than the paired item task.
test used coined words in meaningful sentences.
to identify the incorrect word.

The subject was directed

Mase (Weiner, 1967)

general format in generating a new test.

Her

in 1946 used Hall's

However, instead of using non

sense words, he used words similar in sound to the correct word.
Next picture auditory discrimination tests began to develop,

and

the subject was required to respond to both visual and auditory stimuli.
Usually the client was asked which picture was named by the tester or if
the words represented by the pictures sounded alike or different.

The

Pronovost and Dumbleton (Powers, 1971) picture test was developed in
1953 for young children.

For each item, three pairs of pictures were

presented involving only two different words.

Two of the pairs matched

to two of the pictures were alike, but the third pair matched to the third
picture included one of each of the other word pairs so that the pair was
unmatched.

The child was required to point to the picture he thought the

examiner had named.
Anderson (Spriestersbach and Curtis,

1951)

and Farquhar (1961)

were the first to individualize auditory discrimination testing and
develop test procedures incorporating the subjectsoown misarticulations.
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The Wepman Auditory Discrimination Test (Wepman , 1960) developed
in 1958 , follows much the same general procedure as the earlier tests,
and is widely used toda y .

The subject listens to forty pairs of words

read to him by the examiner and indicates whether they are the same or
different .

The pairs are matched for frequency with the phonemes in the

same position in pairs (e . g . , cap and cat) .
The most recent test of auditory discrimination was developed by
Goldma n , Fristoe, and Woodcock .( 19�0) .
to speech sound discrimina tion testing.

This test adds a new dimension
Using the p remise that people

don't ordinarily discriminate in perfectly quiet situations , the authors
have devised two subtests--one administered without background noise and
one with background noise .
in various sets of fou r .

This test presents s ixty-one words combined
The client then points to the picture in each

group which a recording designates.
In sununary, the following is a list of the major components contained in the main tests o f auditory d iscrimina tion being used a t the
present time.
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

paired comparison tests using syllables and words
tests utilizing pictures
generalized tests which test even those phonemes not
misarticulated
tests in which the subject listens to the examiner
produce the stimuli
tests in which the stimuli are pre-recorded
tests utilizing background noise

As is revealed in this l is t , the method of testing for deficits
in auditory discrimination is by no means stabilized.

Extensive research

has been done to determine which method of testing yields the most valid
results, but it for the most part has also been contradictory .

F
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RESF.ARCH IN AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION
As mentioned earlier, auditory discriminat ion and its relationship to sound production is still a controversial issue .

A review of the

l iterature concerning sound d iscrimination and sound production reveals a
d iscrepancy between these two.

Although Winitz ·(1969) and Powers (1971)

cite several studies which conclude that poor discrimination leads to
poor articulation, they a l so cite several others that demonstrates no
direct cause and effect relat ionship between the two .
The first study compa ring the overall auditory discrimination
abilities and articulation skills of norma l speaking and misarticulating
subjects was conducted by Travis and Rasmus (Powers , 1 97 1 ) .

The discrim-

ination test they originated for this study was the Travis and Rasmus Test
reviewed earlier.

The test was administered to three paired groups of defec-

tive and norma l speaking subjects from junior primary through fifth grade.
At a l l lev�ls, those with articulation errors had lower scores on the discrimination test than the control group .

Using the same auditory discrim-

inat ion test, Hall (Powers, 1971) conducted a study in 1939 with elementary
school children and college freshmen paired in groups with and without
a r t iculation defects .

No significant d ifferences were found between the

good and poor speakers in auditory discrimination abilities.
In 1937 Carrell (Powe rs , 1971) used a modified version of the
Travis and Rasmus Test and found that those with articulation errors
scored somewhat lower than those without errors, but the difference
wasn ' t as great as the origina l Travis and Rasmus stud y .

Ba rnes (Powers ,

1971) used the same modified version but found no significant differences
between two groups with and w ithout articulation errors.
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Hall (Winitz, 1969) i n 1939 used two discrimination tests to com
pare a group of children with misarticulations to a group with no speech
errors .

Along with the Travis and Rasmus Test, he used a complex speech

sound dis crimination test which util ized sentences containing a nonsense
word rather than pairs of nonsense syllables .

The result of the compari

son d idn't indicate any s ignificant differences between the two groups
o f subjects .
Mase (Powers , 197 1 , and Winitz, 1969) used two new discrimination
tests in

a

study he conducted in 1 946 .

The first test was a sentence form

and the second was a list o f paired words which were similar or contrasted.
Rather than an examiner presenting the test items , Mase recorded the s t imuli
on a phonograph .

The tests were administered to two groups o f fifth and

s ixth grade boys with and without articulation errors .

No significant

difference was found for the p a ired-word test but a s ignificant difference
favoring the normal articulation group was found for the sentence test when
the scores for both o f the tests were compiled .
In 1950 Donewald (Powers , 1971) conducted a study presenting one
hundred paired sounds to normal speaking and misarticulating children in
the first and second grades .

There was a significant difference in favor

of the control group .
Kronvall and Diehl (1 954) used the Templ in Speech Sound Discrim
ination Test to compare two groups o f children with and without articula
tion errors .

A significant difference was found in favor of the control

group .
ScLiefelbusch and L indsey ( 1 958) introduced a new method of
studying d i�crimination .

They presented pictures to the subjects in
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three different manners:

1) naming of the p icture by the examiner , 2)

naming of the p icture aloud by the subject, and 3) naming o f the picture
s ilently by the subject.

The test was administered to twenty-four first

and second graders equally matched in control and experimental groups .
The results indicated that the control group did better on the tes t ,
but a l l three dimensions o f the test were equally difficul t .
Using vowels , consonants, words , and phrases in discrimination
tests , Clark (Winitz, 1969) found in 1959 that children with a rticul a t ion
e rrors perfonned significantly poorer than children without articulation
errors .

The vowel and consonant discrimination tests util ized word pairs

and the word and phrase tests consisted of a series of picture cards .
Cohen and Diehl (1963) administered the Templin Speech Sound Dis
crimination Test to thirty children with articulation errors and thirty
children without a rticulation erros , a l l in grades one , two , and three.
Those children without errors perfonned s ignificantly better on the test .
Shennan and Geith ( 1 967) also used the Templin Speech Sound Dis 
crimination Test in a study which used a sl ightly diffe rent procedure.
Using this discrimination test , they identified children with exception
ally low and high discrimination scores .

Then they administered the

Templin and Darley Diagnostic Articulation Test to both groups .

Those

subjects with high discrimination scores had the fewest articulation
errors .
Locke ( 1 970) , following a study concerning production and dis
crimina tion, concludes that "the relationship between production and
perception in misarticulating children is sl ight and somewhat obs cure"
( p . 6) when considering specific phonemic contexts .
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Aungst and Frick (1964) attribute the discrepancies in the
results o f the above studies to two factors .

The first factor is that

studies often use stimuli presented by the examiner and not the error
sound produced by the subject.

Powers (1971) also emphas izes the import

ance o f distinguishing between inter-discrimination (discrimination o f
s t imuli produced by another person) and intra -discrimination (discrimina 
tion between stimuli produced by the subject) .
Powe r ' s pos ition is a l s o supported by a study conducted by Locke
and Goldstein (Locke , 1970) .

In a study dealing with five year olds , they

presented the subjects w ith s ix questions regarding a picture .

Three of

the questions contained the examine r ' s imitation of the chil d ' s misarticu
l ations , and three used correct articulation .

Their results indicated

that "children correctly perceive correct product ions regardless of their
phoneme product ion.

But children who misarticulate a phoneme also (gener

a lly) perceive their misarticulations as correct" ( p . 6) .

Woolf (1971)

a l s o maintains the importance of this parameter in studies of auditory
discrimination when he concludes that sel f-discrimination is more diffi
cult than discriminating the productions of others .
The second factor asserted by A ungst and Frick is concerned with
the inconsistencies o f functional articulation errors .

They a rgue that

this consideration is often discarded in studies of auditory discrimina
tion.

They elaborate further on the inter-relationship of inter- and

intra -discrimination and misarticulation inconsis tencies by saying that
the subject ' s ability to j udge his own speech production is s ignificantly
related to the consistency of his speech errors .

In an investigation by

these two researchers about the relationship between production and

11
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discrimination, they found that misarticulation: of the /r/ phoneme was
related to a specific, not

a

genera l , discrimination ability.

Their

s tudy included twenty-seven children from the ages of eight to ten years
with articulation errors .

Each child ' s dis�rimination o f the /r/ was

tested by u s ing the subject's right-wrong evaluation in three s ituations :
1) an irrunediate evaluation of his own responses , 2) an evaluation of his
own responses when heard on a tape recording , and 3) an evaluation of his
own responses when compa red to the examiner's response when heard on a
tape recording.

This study took into account inter- and intra-discrimina -

ticn during the test procedures .

The incons istencies of articulat ion

errors were also controlled by investigat ing a specific phoneme rather
than a general discrimination ability.

The results of their findings

indicate that the production and discrimination of the /r/ phoneme are
related.
Several other studies have also been conducted to determine
whether subjects with articulation errors might have a specific defect
in their auditory discrimination corresponding to their mistakes in articulation.

Templin ( 1943) was possibly the first to take this factor into

a ccount in a s tudy of auditory discrimination.

She found that children

of all grades had the most difficulty dis criminating phonemes in the
medial and final positions and this correlated with an earlier study by
Templin and Steer (Powers , 1971) which concluded that articulation errors
are also more frequent in those positions .
Spriestersbach and Cutis (1951) directed a study done by Anderson
in which children in kindergarten through the fourth grade with /s/ articul a t ion errors were considered.

Articulation tests were administered con-
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taining the /s/ in different word pos itions and phonetic contexts, then a
discrimination test was administered involving the same contexts.

During

the discrimination test the examiner p roduced each word used in the articuiation test three t imes , imitating the subject ' s error sound for one of
the product ions .

In the instance that the word was produced correctly by

the subj ect , the examiner imitated a common misarticulation of the word .
Results indicated that the subjects made more discrimination errors with
the /s/ contexts which they misarticulated than those in which they had
no errors .
After an extensive review of the research deal ing with the inability
to discriminate as a general and specific deficit, Powers (1971) summa rizes
that there doesn ' t appear to be a general defect in the speech sound discrimination of those with function articulation errors .

Instead , those

with misarticulations seem to have "at least limited and selective difficulties in sound discrimination, particularly in relation to the speech
sound which they themselves misarticulat�! (p . 861) .
In swrnna ry, the follow ing conflicts in design and analyses have
been noted.
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Some studies have assumed a general deficit in auditory
discrimination is present , whereas others have dealt with
it as a defect in regard to the misarticulated sounds only.
The studies have used subjects ranging in age from kinder
garten to adulthood .
Stinruli ranging from nonsense syllables to words to sent
ences have been used .
Studies have required subjects to discriminate the examine r ' s
productions , pre-recorded product ions , and their own produc
tions.
Experimental and control groups have included subjects with
and without articulation errors , and they have used only
subjects with errors.
Analyses have been made comparing articulation test scores
to scores for auditory discrimination tests.

Ii
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7.
8.
9.

The degree of d ifficulty with which a subject dis
criminates d ifferent types of stimulus p resentation
has been analysed by some .
Analyses have been computed between different types
of stimulus items used.
Individual as well as several phonemes have been
viewed for analys es .

It appea rs , therefore, important to further investigate the
following parameters of auditory discrimination.
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

Due to the inconsistencies in articulat ion errors.
it seems that auditory discrimination should be
examined as a specific deficit to determine its
true relationship to articulation errors .
As stated earlier, auditory discrimination is a
maturational process which peaks at about nine
years o f age . If this is the case , in order to
rule out age as a contaminating variabl e , children
over nine years of age o r adults should be included .
There is no evidence to indicate which stimulus method
is best, but Wepman (1967) suggests that the s t imulus
should be meaningful to the subject.
Only a few studies have dea l t with the concept of self
discrimination. Most a t this point, have been concerned
primarily with how the subject discriminates the produc
tions of others . In fact, all present tests of auditory
discrimination test under this condition . It seems nece s 
sary to further investigate a person ' s perception o f his
own errors in order to determine its actual relationship
to his own articulation errors .
Most studies have used an experimental group cons isting of
subjects with articulation errors and a control group con
taining subjects w ithout erro rs . In this selection, group
differences could be caused by factors other than auditory
discrimination. There appears to be a need to control the
two groups more narrowly by using subjects as their own
controls .

Th� role of auditory discrimination in regard to articulation
e rrors needs to be investigated further using these aspects as guides .
PHONETIC CONTEXT
O f all the approaches introduced and utilized in the field of
s peech pathology , one has appeared intermittently throughout and rema ins
today .

That is the idea of phonetic context .

It has long been noted that
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articulation errors are incons istent , because some contexts appear to be
more facilitating to the correct production than others .

Spriestersbach

and Curtis (1951) were among the first to begin an accumulation of infor
mation regarding the incons istencies of articulation errors .
piled information from studies done by Hal e , Nelson and Buck.

They com
In their

studies , Nelson found 5 3 . 4%, Hale found 7 3 . 3%, and Buck found 94.5% o f
the subjects tested had incons istent articulation errors .

Powers (1 971)

states that "dependency on phonetic context demonstrated in these studies
accounts to some extent for the inconsistencies which we observe in mis
articulations .

These research findings also point up the importance of

making a thorough evaluation in every case o f functional articulation
d isorders not only of the specific sound misarticulated but also of the
specific phonetic contexts in which misarticulations occur and in which
the sounds are produced correctlt' (p . 848) .
Spriestersbach and Curtis carried these findings one step further
and concluded that these inconsistencies are governed by variables in a
systematic fashion.

McDonald (1 964) utilized this information for clini

cal purposes by the formation of a deep test of articulation which tests
an error sound in different contexts occurring in words .
test, McDonald controls the contexts for two variables:
position and 2) frequency of occurrence .

In this deep
1) syllabic

He considers the two syllabic

positions to be releasing and arresting, and he tests those contexts
which a subject would most frequently use.
Griffith and Miner ( 1 97 3), Ettinger ( 1 973), and Schneider (1973)
add another variable to this l is t , and that is syllabic stress .

Following

a review of the l i terature concerning this variable , Griffith and Miner
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sununarlze stress as "the product of an overall energy increase in the
entire phonatory mechanism" ( p . 11) .

Ettinger resolves that syllabic

stress has a notable influence on phoneme production and, therefore,
should be considered along with misarticulattons .

Schneider also con

cludes that "interactions of position and stress were more important
factors of the context's correct production" ( p . 60)

•

Griffith and Miner have combined the four variables of frequency
of occurrence , syllabic s�res s , syllabic position, and phonetic context
to form the Griffith and Miner Test of A rticula tion Ability (Griffith
and Miner, 1973) .

In their test, they consider the syllable to be the

unit of analysis .

The syllables they use are control led for the above

variables and chosen from the first one thousand most frequently occur
ring English words .

The selection of the words was based on Zipf's law,

which "predicts that some phonetic contexts occur with much greater fre
quency than others" (Griffith and Miner, 197 3 , p . 2) .

These authors

extend the s cope of Zipf's law and conclude that the "assessment of
articulation behavior should focus on those contexts occurring with high
frequency" (Griffith and Miner, 1973 , p . 2) .

In reviewing current articu

la tion tests , they have found that none of these tests have taken this
factor into a ccount .

So , in essence, a child ' s speech would be tested

for errors he seldom uses in everyday cormnunication if tested by present
articula tion tests .

I t is the opinion of this author that Griffith and

Miner's approach to articulation testing is a t least a partial solution
to the controversy concerning methods of testing errors in articulation .
If the phonetic context approach to articulation testing is
accepted as being a valid measure of the subject's errors in production,

L
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then i t seems that at this point , i t can also be applied to auditory
discrimination.

If a direct relationship between perception and pro

duction is to be assessed, then the two should be measured on a one to
one basis, i .e . , contextually .

Therefore , by applying phonetic context

to research concerning auditory discrimination, this can be accomplished .

CHAPTER Ill
PROCEDURE
Selection of Subjects
Subjects for this study included six Oriental adults who are
us ing English as a foreign language .

Intell igenc e , age , hearing,

a rticulation, and previous therapy were controlled as variables in the
follow ing manner;
1.

Intelligenc e :

Only subjects with average intelligence were

included in this s t udy.

This was accomplished by only

including adults who are enrol led in classes a t Eastern
Illinois Univers ity .
2.

A ge :

Several researches have indicated that discrimina tion

skills increase with age , and that this maturational process
normally ends a t about the age of nine years .

Therefore, to

control age as a variable , only adults age eighteen and over
were included.
3.

Hearing:

An audiometric screening test was administered to

a l l subjects .

A l l subjects responded positively to tones

presented a t 25dB (ISO, 1964) for the frequencies 250-8000 H z .
4.

Articulat ion:

Each subject exhibited an articulation dis

order of the /r/ phoneme which was not from a known organic
caus e .

In order to determine whether or not auditory dis

crimination is a specific or a general ability, each subject
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was used as his own control .

To d o this , the above sub

j ects did not have Isl articulation errors .

In this way,

auditory discrimination was a s s essed on the basis of mis
a rticulation of the lrl (experimental set) and correct
articulation of the I s l (control set) for the same subject .
The study by Aungst and Frick ( 1 964) cited earlier
o f fers justification for also including subjects with other
misarticulations besides the lrl phoneme .

They concluded

that the Ir/ errors were related to a specific and not a
general deficit in auditory discrimination.

Therefore , it

would follow that each error would be independent o f the
others in tenns o f auditory discrimination ability.
Locke (1 970) offers support for using each subject as
his own control .

He states that one of the faults of pre

vious s tudies is the use o f two extreme groups in which one
had normal articulation and the other had art iculation errors .
He argues that the study differences between the two extreme
groups could easily be due to factors other than discrimina
tion difficulties .

Furthermore, the production-discrimination

behavior of each subject l"l8y or may not match on a contextual
bas is .
The Fisher -Logemann articulation test was administered
to determine which phonemes were misarticulated.

To determine

which /r/ contexts were misarticulated , the Griffith and Miner
Test of Articulation Ability for the /rl phoneme was adminis
tered .
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5.

In order to el iminate the possibil ity of previous therapy
in auditory discrimination, no subjects had had previous
articulation therapy for any phoneme .

Inter -examiner Reliability
Inter-examiner reliability during the test sess ion was establ ished
as follows .

Tape recordings were made of the administration of the Fisher

Logemann Articulation Test and the Griffith and Miner Test of Articulation
Abil ities to three of the six subjects .

At a later date a graduate student

in speech :pathology who had a dministered a t least three articulation tests
to Oriental cli.ents listened to the tape recordings .

At that time she

recorded her judgments of the subjects ' articulation errors on standardized
score sheets identical to those used during the test session.

To deter

mine inter-examiner reliability, a per cent agreement index was computed
between the examiner ' s judgment of the articulation errors and the judgment
of the graduate student .
Methodology
1.

A series oftwenty-four words with /r/ contexts were chosen
as stimuli to be presented to the experime�tal set .

These

words were chosen on the basis of the folLowing variab�es con
sidered in Griffith and Miner ' s approach to phonetic context:
a) frequency of occurrence , b) syllabic stress , c) syllabic
position (Griffith and Mine r , 1973) .

The st imulus words to

be presented were chosen from those presented in the Griffith
and Miner Test of Art iculation Ability for the /r/ phoneme in
single contexts .

This l ist was &hosen because it contains

initial accented, initial unaccented and final accented con-

l
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TABLE 1
STIMULUS WORDS USED FOR THE
EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL SETS
TYPE

WORD

CONTEXT

rI
rl.
ri
re
raI
ro
ru
rz
r/\
ra
ro.
r;>

I/A
I/A
I/A
I/A
I/A
I/A
I/A
I/A
I/A
I/A
I /A
I/A

six
seven
see
say
sign
so
soon
sat
sun
sound
soil
saw

sl
st.
si
se
saI
so

sa
s>l
s:>

I/A
I/A
I/A
I/A
I/A
I/A
I/A
I /A
I/A
I /A
I/A
I/A

Henry
several
railroad

rI
r
ro

I/UA
I/UA
I/UA

success
supply
also

sa
s�
so

I/UA
I/UA
I/UA

bear
clear
war
car
four
sure
carry
tire
hour

ir
Ir

F/A
F/A
F/A
F/A
F/A
F/A
F/A
F/A
F/A

yes
peace
possible
kiss
voice
produce
pass
face
house

iS

F/A
F/A
F/A
F/A
F/A
F/A
F/A
F/A
F/A

WORD

CONTEXT

rich
red
real
race
ride
road
room
ran
run
round
rock
wrong

:1r

ar
or
Ur
a'.r:

a Ir

aur

SU

s&
SI\

is
a.s
ls

�1S
t.ls

ZS

as
�s

TYPE
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texts which were selected on the basis of the lrl contexts
found in the first one thouaand most frequently occurring
English words .

Since the words in the l ist were from the

first one thousand most frequently used words , then they
were also readable for the selected subjects .
A series of twenty-four words with Isl contexts were
chosen as stimuli to be presented to the control set .

These

were also chosen on the basis of Griffith and Mine r ' s phonetic
context varia bles .

The Isl stimulus words were chosen from

the Griffith and Miner Phonetic Context Inventory (1973) of
the first one thousand most frequently occurring words con
taining Isl contexts .

The Isl stimulus words were matched

with the lrl stimulus words for syllabic stress and position.
2.

Experimental Set:
sections :

The experimental set consisted of two

1) the subject's spontaneous response to stimu l i ,

and 2) the subject ' s imitative response to st imul i .
Spontaneous Response s :

Each subject recorded his spontaneous

responses (SR) to lrl stimulus words in the following manne r .
Each stimulus word was printed o n a 3 x 5 inch card.

A table

of random numbers (Downie and Heath, 1970 , pp . 328-329) was
used to select the o rder of presentation of the stimulus
words .

As each card was handed to the subject, the subject

was instructed to say the word on the card when he was
signalled by a l i ght box .
on 3

The responses were then recorded

7116 x 9 inch language master cards by the following

method.

As the la nguage master card was placed in a Bell
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and Howell Language Master (M717) , a light box signalled to
the subject to say the stimulus word printed on the 3 x 5
One response was recorded on each language master

inch card.
card.

The same procedure was followed to record a l l twenty

four stimulus words and for a l l s ix subjects .
Identical language master cards were used to record
the examine r ' s (E) correct production of the stimulus words
and another adul t ' s (0) conunon misarticulation of the error
phoneme .

So that the subject would not recognize the E and 0

productions each time as being that o f the person conducting
the s tudy and judge them as correct on that bas i s , the author
chose two other adults to record E and 0 productions .

0 pro

ductions were made by another Oriental college s tudent not
included in the s tudy as a subject.
Imitative Responses :

The imitat ive responses (IR) were

recorded in the same manner as the spontaneous responses with
the following exception.

Rather than the subject reading the

stimulus word from a card, the examiner said the s timulus word,
and the subject repeated the word when s ignalled by the light
box .

The order o f presentation of the st inrulus words was

determined by a table o f random numbers (Downie and Heath, 1970 ,
p p . 328-329).

The latency period between s timulus and response

(Romans and Milisen, 1954) was never less than three seconds or
greater than six seconds .
3.

Control Set:

The same procedure used during the experimental

set was used during the control set .

The stimulus words pre-
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sented, however, contained Isl contexts and not lrl context s .
The stimulus words were presented in a random order a s selected
from a table of ransom nwnbers (Downie and Heath, 1970, pp. 328329)

Since the subjects did not misarticulate the Isl con

.

texts , the spontaneous response session was left out of the
control set, because it was assumed there would be no differ
ence in their spontaneous and imitative responses .

The imita

t ive responses rema ined because o f their similarity to responses
during therapy ses sions .
Recording Session
During the recording session, the subjects l istened to each of the
language master cards recorded during the experimental and control sessions
and designated whether the production were correct or incorre c t .

The three

sets of stimulus words and the three productions (E, O, S) for each word
were presented in a randomly selected order for each s timulus word through
the use of a table of random numbers (Downie and Heath , 1970, p p . 328-329).
The subjects indicated correct responses in the following manner.

A l ight

box was placed in front of each subjec t , and he was instructed to press the
l ight on the instant he thought he heard the word on the card said correctl y .
Before each language master card was placed i n the machine , the subject was
given a card with the stimulus word printed on it to orient him to the task.
The examiner recorded the subject's correct or incorrect responses.on a
response sheet .

The subjects were not reinforced by the examine r for

correct responses .
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Recording o f Responses
The subjects ' responses during the recording sess ion were recorded
by the examiner as follows .
r
I
I

p'

Each time a subject indicated by turning on

the light that he perceived the E , O , or S production o f one of the twentyfour s timulus words in each s e t as correct a + was recorded on the score
sheet for that word next to the corresponding s timulus source .

After the

session, the subjects' judgments were compared to the original Griffith
and Miner Test of Articulation Ability score sheets .

Those contexts which

each subject misarticulated on the test but which he judged as correct were
marked as errors .

If he indicated that

a

context was produced incorrectly

which the test indicated that he produced correctly, and error was scored.
Those contexts which were perceived as correct and produced correctly were
scored as correct .

Since a l l E productions were a r t iculated correctly,

those which the subject judged as wrong were scored as errors .

S ince a l l

0 productions were misarticulated , those which the subject judged as correct
were scored as errors .

For each of the s t imulus presentations (E, o , S) ,

there was a possible twenty-four correct answers .

This was a total o f

seventy-two correct responses for each s e t o f stimulus words (spontaneous
/ r / , imitat ive / r / , and imitative /s/) .
Verbal Directives for Sess ions
Experimental Set :

The following directions for the sess ions in the

Experimental Set were read to each subjec t .
1.

Spontaneous Responses / r / : I a m going to give you a list o f
thirty words (including twenty-four stimulus and six practice
words) . Just look at them, but don ' t say any of them out loud.
Are there any that you don ' t know?
Now I will present twenty-four cards to you one a t a
time . Each card w i l l have one of the words on the list on it .
A s I hand you a card, I will place a card in the machine like
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this . (Demonstrate) When I put the card in, the light w i l l
go on l ike this . (Demonstrate) When the l ight goes on , I
want you to say the word on the card I have given you . Do
the same thing for each word . Let's practice a few times
with these cards . (Demonstrate)
2.

I1·

•!
,1

Imitative Responses /r/ : Now I am going to say twenty-four
words to you . After I say each word I w i l l put another card
in the machine . As I do this , the l ight will come on l ike
this . (Demonstrate) When the light comes on, I want you to
repeat the word I have just said . Let ' s practice a few times .
(Demonstrate)

Control Set:

The follow ing directions were read to each subject

prior to the sess ion in which the imitative productions were recorded .
Next, I am g�ing to say twenty-four different words . Do
the same thing with these words that you did with the last
ones . Repeat the word when the l ight comes on.
Recording Session:

The following directions were read to the sub-

j ects at the beginning of the recording session.
You will be listening to three people saying three different
groups of seventy-two words . One of the voices you hear wil l
be your own . Each of the words is printed on these cards . I
will hand you a card with a word on it , and you w i l l then hear
the word said three times . Whenever you hear the word said
correctly, push this button to turn on this l ight l ike this .
(Demonstrate) I f you think the word is wrong, don ' t push the
button . Only push the button for the right word . Let '.s
practice a few times with these cards . (Demonstrate)
Analys is of Data
The following statistical analyses were computed to answer the
questions posed by this study .
1.

Do statistically s ignificant differences exist among the types
of s timulus presentation and among the response modes for
auditory discrimination s cores of the experimental set?

The Friedman two-way analysis of variance by ranks (Siegel, 1956)
was computed to test the null hypothesis that there was no significant
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difference for the auditory discrimination scores between the three types
of stimulus presentation ( E , O , S) and the two response modes (spontaneous
and imitative) o f the experimental s e t .
2.

Do statistically s ignificant differences exist between the

types of stimulus presentations for auditory discrimination
scores of the control set?
The Kruskal Wallis one -way analysis o f variance (Downie and Heath,
1970) was computed to determine if there was

a

significant difference

between the auditory discrimination scores o f the three types o f s t imulus
presentation (E, O , S) o f the control set .

To determine the relationship

between these types of stimulus presnetation, the Mann-Whitney U test for
two independent variables (Siegel , 1956) was computed for the following
combina tions of s t imulus presentations--E and 0 , E and S , and S and o .
3.

Do

statistically s ignificant differences exist between the

types of s t imulus presentations ( E , O , S) for auditory dis 
crimina tion scores of the control set?
To determine if there was a statistically significant difference
between the auditory discrimination scores for the stimulus presentations
( E , O, S) for the imitative of the experimental and control sets , the
Friedman two-way analysis of variance by ranks (Siegel , 1956) was applied.
4.

Do statistically s ignificant differences exist between
articulation errors and auditory discrimination scores for
the /r/ contexts in the experimental set?

The x2 (Siegel, 1956) test for independent samples was computed to
determine if there was a statistically significant difference between the
misarticulat.ions of the /r/ and auditory discrimination of the /r/ in the
contexts which were misarticulated.

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This study examined the relationship between the production errors
and the auditory discrimination abilities of s ix Oriental adults using
English as a foreign language .

A l l subjects misarticulated the /r/ in

several contexts and produced the /s/ correctly in a l l contexts .

Each

subject was required to make j udgments while l istening to three types o f
s t imulus presentations and two response modes .

The s timulus presentations

included in an experimental s,et were the subject ' s product ions , another
a dult ' s correct productions , .and another Oriental adul t ' s incorrect pro
ductions of twenty-four stimulus words containing the /r/ phoneme .

A

control set included the same three s timulus presentations, except this
t ime each produced the correct articulation of stimulus words containing
the /s/ phoneme .

The subject's productions included two response modes

in the experimental set--spontaneous and imitative--and one response mode
in the control set- -imitative .

Each subject's raw score from the s t imulus

conditions served as the data for further analyses .
Inter-examiner Reliability
To establ ish the degree of inter-examiner reliability, a per cent
agreement index was computed between the author ' s judgment of correct pro
duct ions for the Griffith and Miner Test of Articulat ion Abilities for the
/r/ phoneme (Griffith and Mine r , 1973) and another graduate student ' s
30
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judgment o f correct responses when l istening to a tape recording o f the
test sess ion a t a later dat e .

The result ing agreement value o f 9 9 per

cent was interpreted to indicate a h igh degree o f inter-examiner reliability.
Analys is of Data
Experimental Set :

The Friedman two-way analysis o f variance by

ranks (Siegel , 1 956) was applied to test the null hypothesis that there
were no significant d i f ferences between the types of s timulus presenta tions ( E , O, S) and the response modes (spontaneous and imitative) for
the subjects ' discriminat ion o f the error phoneme /r/ .

To compute this

analysis , the subjects ' errors for the three stimulus presentations and
the two response modes were sununed and ranke d .

The resulting

x; value o f

4 has a probability value o f . 167 , which i s greater than the . O S level o f
s ignificance.

Therefore , the null hypothesis was accepted, and there were

no statistically significant differences between the three s t imulus presentations and the two response modes when the subjects discriminated
their error phoneme .
To determine if there was a statistically significant diffe rence
between the subjects ' production errors of the /r/ and their auditory dis 
criminat ion o f the /r/ , the x2 test of two independent samples (Siegel ,
1956) was computed.

To make the analys is , the discrimination scores for

those contexts which were misa rticulated were tallied for a l l subjects
for a l l three s t imulus presentat ions and both response modes .

The results

disclosed that there were no statistically significant differences between
the production errors and discrimination skills a t the .05 level of s ig-
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nif icance .

This indicates that the subjects did not demons trate d i f f i 

culties with auditory discrimination which were related to the specific
contexts

which they misarticulated.
Control Set :

'ro test the null hypothesis that there were no

statistically s ignificant d i fferences between the three types o f stimulus
presentations when the subjects discriminated the Isl phoneme , which they
articulated correctly, the Kruskal-Wallis H test (Downie and Heath, 1970)
was computed .

The resulting H value of 10 . 8 3 reJected the null hypothesis

a t the . O S level of s ignificance .

In other words , the subjects did not

perceive the E , 0 , and S productions o f the sound they articulated cor
rectly as being the same.

To determine the relationship between these

three stimulus methods , the Mann-Whitney U test for two independent sam
ples (Siegel , 1956) was computed between the following combinations o f
s t imulus presentations--E and S , E and 0 , and S and O .

Results indicated

that each s timulus presentation differed significantly from the other a t
the .OS level o f s ignificance .

The three stimulus presentations o f the

Isl s timulus words rank ordered themselves in regard to ease of discrim
ination with the E productions being the easiest to discrimina te , next the
S productions , and the O productions being the most difficult to discrim
ina t e .

This revealed that when the subjects listened to the three s timulus

methods , they had the least amount o f difficulty identifying correct pro
duct ions made by the examiner and the most difficulty identifying correct
productions made by the other adult .
Between the Experimental and Control Sets:

The Friedman two-way

analysis of variance by ranks (Siegel , 1956) was applied again to determine
the relationship between the error phoneme in the experimental set and the
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correct phoneme in the control set .

Since there were no spontaneous pro-

ductions for the Isl s timulus words , the analysis was computed for the
three stimulus presentat ions and the imitative productions of the lrl
(experimental set) and the I s / (control set) stimulus words .

The results

indicated that there were no statistically significant differences at the
.05

level of s ignificance between the subjects' discrimination of the

error phoneme and the correct phoneme when presented by the three s t imulus
In other words , when the subjects l istened to stimulus items con-

methods .

taining the correct or the incorrect phonemes , they were able to discriminate all three s timulus presentations with equal ease.
Research Im£lications
In the present study, the following were controlled as variables
because past research had indicated a need for their being included .
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

Age: To eliminate the influence maturation might have on
auditory discrimination, adult subjects were used for this
study .
Articulation : To control for the incons istencies in articu
lation errors and to view auditory discrimination as a defect
related to a specific phoneme , only errors of the lrl phoneme
were included in the analyses .
To control extraneous variables , each subject was used as his
own control .
St imulus items: The stimulus words selected for this s tudy
are from the first one thous and mos t frequently used Engl ish
words and therefore familiar to the subjects .
Stimulus presentations : To determine the importance of methods
o f stimulus presentations , an examiner's correct production of
the s t imulus item (E) , another adult's production o f a common
misarticulation o f the s timulus item (O) , and the subject ' s
own production ot the error sound (S) were used for comparison.
Previous therapy : The subjects included in this s tudy had not
been enrolled in articulation therapy previously to el iminate
the possibility that they may have already been trained in
auditory discrimination.

Of the previously reviewed studies , only four used subjects as

their own control and dealt with the concept of auditory discrimination as

r
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a specific disability involving only those phonemes the subjects misarticulated.

These are the studies conducted by Aungst and Frick (1964) ,

Locke and Goldstein (Locke , 1970) , Spriestersbach and Curtis (Winitz ,
1 969) and Woolf (1971) .

These studies a l s o attempted to el iminate the

use of unfamiliar stimulus items by using words rather than nonsense
syllables .

However , the meaningfulness ·was not as narrowly controlled

as in the present study .
A l l four studies controlled age as a variabl e ; howeve r , none o f
the subjects were over ten years o f age .

This author feels that a matura-

tional factor could have still influenced these study results .
Of

the four studies , Aungst and Frick (1964) and Woolf (1971) used

subjects who were enrolled in speech therapy a t the time of the study .
Neither Locke and Goldstein (Locke, 197 0) or Spriestersba�h and Curtis
( 1 951) mentioned this variabl e , so it is doubtful that they manipulated
it during their studies.
The major conflict among these four studies and between the four
and the present study is the method o f s t imulus presentation .

Table 2

illustrates the various methods used in the present s tudy as well a s in
the other four studies .
The fact that several variables were either not considered or cons idered in only some o f the previous s tudies cited, seems to in part a ccount
for the confl icting results obta ined for the four studies .

The present

study , however, a ttempted to control for as many variables as possib l e , and
concluded with r esults which a re at least partially supported by each of
the other four s tudies .

The f inding in this s tudy that there is no signi-

ficant difference between the s t imulus presentations of the error phoneme
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TABLE 2
ME1'1l0DS OF STIMULUS PRESENTATION

Study

Results

S t imulus
a.

immediate evalua 

a.

between st imulus

tion of subject ' s

presentations

own productions
b.
Aungst and Frick
c.

subject ' s own pro

no differences

b.

phoneme and dis

ductions on a tape

crimination

recording

related

tape recording o f
subject ' s produc
tions and examine r ' s
correct product ions

a.

examiner ' s correct

a.

Locke and

b.

Goldstein

subject ' s correc
tly perceived cor

production

rect productions

examiner ' s imitat ion
o f subj ect ' s error

b.

subjects per
ceived own errors

a.

c.

production
b.
Spriestersbach
and Curtis

examiner ' s
of a

c.

as

examiner ' s correct

crimina tion not

imitation

related

common error

examiner ' s

correct

phoneme and d i s 

imitat ion

of sub j e c t ' s error

discriminat ion and
phoneme related

a.
b.

Woolf

c.

sound evaluation
tape recording of

a.

self-discrimina

subject ' s produc

tion more diffi

tions

cult than discrim

tape recording of

inating others

subj ect ' s produc

b.

phoneme and dis 

t ions and examine r ' s

crimination not

correct and incorrect

related

productions
a.

examiner ' s correct

a.

Present Study

b.

(experimen tal set)
c.

presentations

another adul t ' s
common error
subject ' s produc
tion

no d i f ferences
between stimulus

productions
b.

error sound not
related to dis
crimination
ability
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b; supported

l>y Aungs t and .!!'rick ( 1 %4) .

However , Aungst ancl Frick (1964)

and Spriestersbach and Curtis (1951) also indicate that there is a rela
t ionship between auditory discrimina tion and the error phoneme ·, and the
present s tudy found no relationship here .

The results o f the present

s tudy in regard to the l a t ter issue, on the other hand, is supported by
Locke and Goldstein (Locke , 1970) and Wool f (1971) .
The fact that the present s tudy revealed a s ignificant difference
and a rank ordering for the s t imulus presentations during the control s e t ,
appears t o add another dimension to the conflicting results above .

These

results suggest that the auditory discrimina tion of one sound may not be
the same a s the auditory discrimination o f another sound .

And when the

results are viewed in l ight o f the results of the experimental set and
the other four s tudies , another conclusion can be made.

Perhaps the

method of stimulus presentation is not rela ted to the sound presented ,
but to th� individual listener .

I f this is cons idered to be true, then

groups of l is teners w i l l not perceive or discriminate any two s t imulus
presentat ions the same.

In other words , unlike articulation, auditory

discrimination can ' t be seen and is far more difficult to measure and
control in research.

These conclus ions are supported by Weiner (1967) ,

who also suggests that the more errors in articulation the subject pre
sents , the more positive the relationship between production and discrim
ination.

Of the five studies in Table

2,

only the s tudy conducted by

Wool f controlled for the severity of the sound being inves tigated.
These conclusions indicate a need for further studies which
narrowly control the following variables a s well a s the variables
trolled in the present study .

con
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1.
2.

3.

The number of contexts containing the error sound
should be controlled .
Replications o f a given study should use the same
procedures but different subjects to determine the
relationship between auditory discrimina t ion and
individual d ifferences.
Various phonemes .should be studied under identical
research conditions to determine the relat ionship
o f auditory discrimination to various phonemes .

Clinical Implications
A lthough some of the results of this study didn't revea l statisically significant differences, observation of the resul t s indicates differences tha t could possibly be o f clinical importanc e .

Table 3 illustrates

the relationship between each of the subjects and the stimulus presentations for the experimental and control sets .

This informat ion demons tates

that in a therapy situation, the clinician might find it helpful to evaluate
each c lient ' s auditory discrimination skills by a method similar to the one
used in this study.

For examp l e , subject one appears to have difficulty

discriminating the error productions when presented by another person (0) ,
but "doesn ' t seem to have as much difficulty discriminating her own productions (S) or the correct productions presented by another person (E) .
When comparing the error phoneme (experimental set) to the correct phoneme
(control set) , this subject does have a considerable amount o f difficulty
with the error sound .

This informa tion could be very useful in determining

what a pproaches would be used to help this subject improve his auditory
discrimina tion skills.
Present tests of auditory d iscrimination us ing only the examine r ' s
correct production o f stimuli which may or may not contain the subject's
error phoneme , would have failed to indicate a need for training with auditory discrimina tion for subject one .

This study, therefore, indicates a

r
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TABLE 3

SUMMA RY OF DISCRIMINATION
SCORES FOR ALL SUBJECTS

1

2

SUBJECTS
4
3

5

6

Examiner

2

4

0

0

3

2

Other

8

10

14

18

12

6

Subject

3

10

7

8

12

6

Examiner

1

2

0

0

1

3

Other

20

13

18

15

13

12

Subject

3

7

9

6

8

6

Examiner

0

0

0

0

4

2

Other

1

1

1

0

7

7

Subj ect

0

0

0

1

11

3

STIMULUS PRESENTATIONS
Experimental Set

Spontaneous Ir/

Imitat ive Ir/

Control Set

Imitative / s /
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definite need for the development of auditory discriminat ion tests which
are a more individualized and valid measure of auditory dis crimination.
Summary
In summary, the following conclus ions were derived from this
s tudy.
1.

2.

When considering the error phoneme , no relationship was
found between the misarticulated sound and the methods
of stimulus presentat ions pr between the error phoneme
and the subjects' discriminat ion ability.
When considering the phoneme which was articulated
correctly, a rela tionship was found between the phoneme
and the way in which the subjects discriminated differ
ent s timulus presentations . The· examiner ' s productions
were the easiest for the subject to discriminat e , next
their own correct productions , and finally, the other
Oriental adul t ' s productions .

3.

4.

5.
6.

The subjects were able to perceive the stimulus pre
senta tions for the error phoneme and correct phoneme
with equal eas e .
I t appears tha t a l l sounds may not be discriminated
the same .
Discrimination may be an individual capability that
is difficult to measure on a group basis .
Present tests of auditory discrimination fail to
measure certain dimensions which may be important
for clinical use .

CHAPTER V
SUMMA RY AND CONCLUSIONS
The purpose o f this study was to determine the relationship
between the a rticulation and the auditory discrimination skills of
six Oriental adults us ing English a s a foreign language .

Each of

the subjects discriminated s t imulus words presented by three s t imulus
presentations and two response modes .

Their raw scores obtained from

these conditions were used later as data for further analyses .
The study was divided into two sets using the same subjects in
each set .

The experimental set was concerned with the subject s ' incor

rect productions of the lrl .

The control set dealt with the subjects '

correct product ions o f the / s / .
A l l six subjects participating in this s tudy were enrolled a t
Eastern I l l inois University.
metric s creening test a t
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A l l subjects passed a pure tone audio - '
dB for the frequencies 500-8000 Hz and had

not been enrolled in articulation therapy at any time previous to this
study.

Each subject misarticulated the lrl phoneme in several contexts

tested and articulated the / s / phoneme correctly in a l l contexts .
Twenty-four lrl and twenty-four I s l stimulus words were selected
for presentation in this s tudy on the basis of frequency o f occurrence,
syllabic stress , and syllabic position.

A l l s t imulus words were selected

from the first one thousand most frequently used English words .
40

Only
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words conta ining initial accented, final accented, and initial a ccented
s ingle contexts were selected.
The study consisted of three sessions--a test session, a response
sess ion, and a recording session.

Subjects were selected during the test

sess ion on the basis of the above criteria and the results of the Fisher
Logemann Art iculation Test and the Griffith and Miner Test of Articulation
Abilities for the /r/ phoneme .

During the response session, each subject

recorded his spontaneous and imitative productions of the /r/ s t imulus
words for the experimental s e t and his imitative productions of the / s /
s timulus words for the control set .

The recording sess ion required each

subject to listen to three productions of each of the twenty-four s t imulus
words in both the spontaneous and the imitat ive parts o f the experimental
set and the twenty-four s timulus words for the control set--a total of
seventy two s t imulus items .

The three presentations of each s timulus

word for t�te experimental set consisted of the subject's production (S) ,
another adul t ' s production (E) , and another Oriental adult's common mis
articulation o f the error phoneme in the s t imulus word (O) .

The three

s timulus presentat ions of each s timulus word for the control set included
the subject's correct production (S) , another adult ' s correct production
(E) , and another Oriental adul t ' s correct production of the /s/ phoneme
in the s t imulus words (O) .
After the sess ion each subject ' s judgment was compared to his
original Griffith and Miner Test of Articulation Abilities test results .
Those contexts which the subject misarticulated on the test but judged a s
correct were marked as errors .

If he indicated that a context was produced

incorrectly which the test indicated he produced correctly, an error was
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scored.

Those contexts which were perceived as correct and produced

correctly were scored as corre c t .

Since a l l E product ions were articu-

lated correctly, those which the subject judged as wrong were scored as
errors .

Since a l l 0 productions in the experimenta l set were misarticu-

lated, those which the subject judged as correct were scored a s erro rs .
In the control set, a l l 0 productions were correct , so those which the
subject judged as incorrect were scored as errors .

For each o f the

st imulus presentations (E, O, and S) , there were twenty-four correct
answers possible .

This was a total o f seventy-two correct responses

for each set o f stimulus· words (spontaneous / r / , imitative / r / , and
imita tive /s/) .
The following statistical analyses were computed to answer the
questions posed by this study.
1.

Do statistically significant differences exist among
the types o f stimulus presentation and among the
response modes for auditory discrimina tion scores
of the experimenta l set?

The Friedman two-way analysis o f variance by ranks was appl ied to
test the null hypothesis that there were no significant differences between
the types of stimulus presentation and the response modes for the subjects '
discrimination o f the error phoneme /r/ .

2

The resulting X r value of 4 has

a probability value of . 1 6 7 , which is greater than the .OS level o f s ignificance.

Therefore , the null hypothesis was accepted; there were no

statistically significant differences between the three stimulus presenta t ions and the two response modes when the subjects discriminated their
error phoneme .
2.

statistically s i gnificant differences exist between
the types of s t imulus presentations for auditory dis 
crimination scores o f the control set?

Do
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H

The Kruska l -Wallis

test was computed to test the null hypothesis

that there were no sign ificant d i f ferences between the types of s t imulus
presenta tion for the subjects '
I s l phoneme .
level .

The resulting

H

dis crimination of the correctly a r t iculated
value of

The null hypothesis was ,

therefore,

rejected.

S

the subjects did not perceive the E , O , and
they articulated correctly as

is significant at the

10.83

being the same .

ship between these three s timulus method s ,

.05

In other words ,

productions of the sound
To determine the relation -

the Mann-Whitney U test for

two independent samples was computed between the following combi n a t ions
of stimulus presenta tions--E a n d

S, E

and O ,

and

S

and o .

Resu l t s i n d i -

cated that each s t imulus presentation d iffered s ignificantly from the
other at the

.05

level of s ignificance.

The three s t imulus presentat ions

of the I s l s t imulus words rank ordered themselves in regard to ease o f
dis crimina tion with the
next the

S

E

productions being the easiest to discriminate ,

produc t ions , and the

to discriminate .

0

productions being the most difficult

This revea led that when the subjects l is tened to the

three s timulus methods ,

they had the least amount of d i fficulty identi-

fying correct productions made by the examiner and the most d i f f iculty
identifying correct productions made by another adul t .

3.

Do s t a t is tically sign ificant differences exist between
the auditory discrimination s cores of the experimental

set and the control set1
The Friedman two-way analysis o f variance by ranks was applied to
test the null hypothesis that there were no s t a t i s t ically s i g n i f icant
d i f ferences between the auditory discr imination scores
a n d control sets .

of the experimental

The result indicated that there were no statistically

sign i f icant differences between the subjects� discr imination o f the error
phoneme and the correct phoneme when presented by the three stimulus
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presentations .

In other word s , when the subjects l istened to s t imulus

items conta ining the correct or the incorrect phonemes , they were able
to discriminate a l l three s t imulus presentations with equal ea se .
4.

Do statistically s ignificant differences exist between
a rticulation scores for the /r/ contexts in the experi
mental set?

To test the null hypothesis that there were no statistically s i g nificant differences between the subje cts '

production errors o f the /r/

and their auditory dis crimination of the /r/ , the x2 test for two independnet samples was computed .

The results

ind icated that there were no

s t a t istica l l y s ignificant differences between the production errors and
the discrimina tion skil l s .

The subjects did not demonstrate difficulties

with auditory discriminations which were related to the specific contexts
which they misarticulated .
When compa ring this s tudy to the s tudies by Aungst and Frick ( 1 964) ,
Locke and Golds tein (Locke ,

1 970) , Spriestersbach and Curtis

(Winitz ,

1 9 6 9)

and Woolf (1971) , it appears that the present s tudy controlled several
variables more narrowly than the other four s tudies did .

A l though the

four viewed auditory disc rimination a s a disability related to a specific
phoneme and used subjects as their own contro l s ,

they do not appear to

have adequately controlled for matura tion, previous therapy, or the meaningfulness of the s t imulus items .

These considerations plus the various

methods of s t imulus present a t ion used by the present s tudy and the other
four studies have produced con f l i cting and often contra dictory results .
The fact that the results for the control set of this study, which dea l t
with correct productions , were the same a s various results of the othe r
four studies , which dealt with error productions , reveals some new con-
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cepts in dealing with auditory discrimination.

These results suggest

tha t :
1.

2.

3.

the auditory discrimination o f one s ound may not be the
same as the discrimination o f another sound .
The method o f s t imulus presentation is not related to
the sound presented, but to the individual listene r .
Groups of listeners w i l l not perce ive or dis criminate
any two s t imulus presentations the same .
Auditory discrimination doesn' t provide the examiner
with any visual o r auditory information and, therefore ,
is far more difficult to measure and control in research
than articulation.

The results of this s tudy also reveal some aspects of auditory
discrimination which may be c l inically significant even though they
weren ' t statistically s ignificant .

The auditory discriminat ion scores

for each subject demonstrate that most had more difficulty discrirnina t ing the error phoneme than the one they articulated correctly.

It

also appears that they had the least difficulty discriminat ing the
examine r ' s correct productions and the most difficulty discriminating
their own productions and the other Oriental adult ' s imitation o f the
incorrect production.

These difficulties , howeve r , varied from subject

to subject suggesting that each cl ient ' s discrimina tion skil ls should be
analysed on an individual basis such as that presented here .

Present

tests of auditory discrimination would have failed to indicate deficient
auditory discrimina tion skills for several of the subjects in this study.
It is suggested that future studies investigating auditory dis crimina tion control the variables presented in this s tudy as well as the
following variables .
1.
2.

The number of contexts containing the error phoneme
should be controlled.
Replications of a given study should contain different
subjects to determine the relationship between auditory
d iscrimination and the indiwidual .
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3.

Various phonemes should be studied under identical
research conditions to de te rmine the relationship
of a ud i t o ry discrimination to various phoneme s .

APPENDIX A
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RANDOM ORDERING FOR THE RESPONSE SESSION
Spontaneous Ir/

Imitat ive /r/

Imita t ive Isl

wrong

war

peace

rail road

road

voice

ca rry

bear

kiss

t ire

sure

house

rich

ran

produce

room

car

yes

round

clear

seven

red

wrong

soon

ride

room

say

ran

tire

supply

clear

rock

pass

wa r

race

face

hour

ride

sign

rock

carry

success

race

rea l

saw

four

four

s ix

run

Henry

s ound

sure

railroad

sun

severa l

rich

so

Henry

hour

possible

real

round

soil

road

red

sat

bear

several

see

car

run

a lso

�PPENDIX B

:
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RANDOM

ORDERING FOR THE RECORDING
OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SET

Spontaneous

�

SESSION

Imitative Ir/

/r/

Stimulus Presenta tion

Word

St imulus Presentat ion

room

E

s

0

ran

s

E

0

carry

s

0

E

Henry

0

s

E

hour

0

E

s

clear

s

E

0

rock

E

s

0

real

E

s

0

race

0

s

E

room

s

0

E

car

E

s

0

sure

E

s

0

round

s

E

0

four

0

E

s

sure

0

s

E

ride

E

0

s

wrong

0

s

E

car

s

E

0

\tlar

s

0

E

railroad

0

s

E

several

s

E

0

red

E

0

s

Henry

E

0

s

rock

0

s

E

red

E

s

0

wrong

E

s

0

ride

0

E

s

hou r

0

s

E

£our

0

s

E

road

E

0

s

run

E

0

s

rich

s

E

0

real

E

s

0

several

E

s

0

railroad

s

E

0

race

0

E

s

road

E

s

0

run

E

s

0

rich

s

0

E

round

s

E

0

clear

E

0

s

bea r

0

E

s

bear

0

s

E

tire

s

0

E

tire

s

E

0

war

s

E

0

ran

E

s

0

ca rry

E

s

0
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RANDOM ORDERING FOR THE RECORDING SESSION
OF THE CONTROL SET
Imitat ive I s l
Word

St imulus Presentation

a lso

s

E

0

soil

E

s

0

sun

s

0

E

sound

0

s

E

seven

s

0

E

s ign

0

E

s

soon

E

s

0

see

s

E

0

&upply

E

0

s

yes

E

s

0

so

0

s

E

sat

s

0

E

possible

E

s

0

peace

0

E

s

produce

s

E

0

saw

E

0

s

voice

s

0

E

house

0

s

E

kiss

s

0

E

pass

s

E

0

success

0

s

E

face

E

s

0

s ix

E

0

s

say

0

E

s
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